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Curated by one of today's most sought-after photographers, this collection of work by young female
artists captures the voices and visions that are shaping a generation of women. 21-year-old
Canadian photographer Petra Collins is leading the way in a contemporary girl power revolution that
proves feminism and sexuality aren't mutually exclusive. Babe includes work by Collins as well as
over 30 artists who have been part of her online collective The Ardorous. Though their work is
aesthetically varied, it all represents a current zeitgeist characterized by explorations of female
identity, scrutinization of the role of the Internet and social media, and a penchant for pastel colors.
The artists in the book, such as Arvida Bystrom, Sandy Kim, Harley Weir, Jeanette Hayes, and
Kristie Muller, hail from a variety of places, including New York, London, Moscow, Stockholm, Los
Angeles, Berlin, and Toronto. Together they reflect an all-accepting, affirming, distinctly female point
of view that teens and young women everywhere can respond to. With a Foreword by Tavi
Gevinson, writer, actress, fashion blogger, and creator of the online magazine Rookie, this is an
inspiring collection for a new generation of creative, forward thinking women.
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This beautiful collections of photographs, drawings and some writing presents us with a treasure
chest filled with stickers and flowers and songs and brief moments of a youthful lagoon ready to be
opened and cherished. This book is important because it brings togeher in print form images that
only seem to find an outlet digitally-a book gives it a new dimension and relevance in this time. It is
carefully and seemly effortlessly curated and the presentation is crisp, clean and beautiful.

I bought this book along with Olivia Bee's, and this was the one that I kept. Provocative and daring.
Petra Collins knows how to push the envelope. I'm part of the 'older' generation, but it's inspiring to
see how the digital age has been able to empower young women.

Gold stars for team Babe, from the girl's own annual design style, to the perfectly petit size and
shape, to the signatures on the cover. Babe is girly and collaborative inside and out, and loaded
with #attitudeHigh five to the Prestel for publishing Babe!

The artwork and photography in this book is everything I expected and more. Petra and Tavi are
fantastic and all of the artists contributors are so amazingly talented! Definitely worth buying!

Amazing art and a wonderful selection of young women artists. Gives an idea of how complex the
experiences are of young women and how they cope with them artistically/aesthetically.

Amazing and important book. This is a great selection of artists and their work. It serves as a
wonderful collection of perspectives on what it feels like to be a girl today.

Loved it, it's so inspiring, I want to start my own girlgang! (well, I already have one) :)

It looks just pretty pink cover book.But pretty iconic photographs are inside.
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